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A bumper issue this quarter with lots going on. Of course you can’t wait to enter your skills to the Suffolk Show, or
the National Honey Show, or indeed the West Suffolk Honey Show. Whichever one you decide to enter there are
guides in this edition to cover how to make prize winning runny honey, soft set honey, or wax. There’s nothing
stopping you from winning that coveted first prize, or indeed a blue ribbon!
If improving your beekeeping skills is your thing then look no further than the events planned over the summer. As
well as the regular Sunday afternoon sessions at the Teaching Apiary there are short hands-on courses on queen
rearing, bee health, and training for General Husbandry. After a winter of talks covering how to do various things
I’m sure you can’t wait to try things out on your bees for real.
Remember we asked for your thoughts and experiences with bees, whether a beginner or experienced beekeeper?
Well, the results are in, and you had plenty to say. Thank you all very much for contributing.
And remember, whatever is going on in the world, the bees keep flying…. Hope you have a great spring. This is
when it all happens.

Welcome to our new members: Jocelyne Dudding, Peter Hatcher, Trevor Heath, Lucy Hutchings, Robert
Johnston, Alison Morris, Elizabeth Robertson, Jill Robinson, Vicki Strowger, Ruth Thurston, Stephen Tucker,
Grant Usher, and Glen Williamson.
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Spring inspections
As I write this, storm Eunice is working its way
across the Lune Valley and thoughts of Spring seem a
long way away! However, it will be with us shortly
and you should be giving some thought as to what
you are going to do and why. The best time to carry
out this inspection in our area is probably on the first
mild day towards the end of March or early April. It
should not take long!
There are three main reasons for a Spring inspection.

The second reason is to establish that the bees are
well. Check to see that your bees have sufficient
stores and that there are eggs, larvae and sealed
brood. Provided you see eggs, it is not necessary to
search for the queen. If you do not see all three,
inspect the hive again in 2-3 weeks. If you still
cannot see all three, seek help. Check also for signs
of disease.
The third reason is to carry out comb exchange.
There are several reasons for this. Many pests, such
as varroa and other pathogens take refuge in cells that
have been used for brood and, despite the fact that
the bees clean these cells before they are used again,
these pests can build up to unhealthy levels if left too
long. Wax is also highly absorbent and readily
absorbs traces of pesticides inadvertently brought in
to the
hive by foraging bees through pollen and nectar.
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Help at The Schools' Farm Fair
The Schools’ Farm Fair is held at the Suffolk
Showground on Thursday 28th April. In return for
helping between 8:30 & 2:30 you get to talk
beekeeping almost non-stop to lots of primary
schoolchildren and there's a free breakfast & hot
lunch with the beer or wine of your choice.
Anyone interested, please tell Jeremy:
jeremyq@tiscali.co.uk or 01473-737700.

Recent research has shown that the internal size of
each cell reduces slightly each time it is used to raise
brood until it is so small that it affects the
development of the larvae, resulting in much smaller
bees. The following table shows the progression.

comb

colour

Perhaps the simplest and easiest approach to comb
exchange, is to mark each frame with the year in
which the comb first contained brood. At the autumn
inspection when brood levels are low, remove the
outer frame(s), move the other frames nearer the ends
of the hive and place new frames near the centre.
Over a period of time, this will establish a
progressive replacement pattern over a five to six
year period. Removing old comb is a natural process
with wild and feral bees, although their approach is
rather different. Every 4 -7 years they will simply
abandon their site and find another one. Over the next
year or two the old nest will be found by wax moths
and mice who will chew all the wax combs into small
pieces which fall to the floor of the nest site. Once
cleaned, a new swarm will find the site, probably
attracted by the smell of wax, take up residence and
the process starts again!
From LUNE VALLEY COMMUNITY
BEEKEEPERS NEWSLETTER MARCH 2022

The first is to ensure that the hive is still safe and
secure and repair any damage that may have been
caused by the weather or intruders such as mice or
squirrels. In some parts of the country green
woodpeckers can also cause material damage but this
rarely is an issue in our area. The inside of the hive
also needs to be checked to ensure that all the frames
are in place and that the bees still have free access in
and out of the
hive.

number

of brood
cycles

bee
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Producing Our Runny Honey For Sale
& Showing

Trees for bees update
Through Jeremy’s involvement in the Woodland
Trust we were able to acquire 600 trees to distribute
among our members for planting around the Ipswich
area. That's 10 times more than we had last year!
Thanks to all who collected a selection of trees and
hedging plants and put them in the ground. Here’s a
selection of some of them. Let’s hope we can do the
same again next year!

It starts right at the beginning - extraction! Those
wonderful aromas that drift up from the extractor
enticing a quick taste, anything that catches the
attention is duly noted.
We extract throughout the season, running the Honey
through the coarse filter of a standard stainless steel
double filter (available from most suppliers) directly
into 30lb plastic buckets. For us, the use of the finer
filtration of a double filter causes a bottleneck at
extraction time. For those extracting a super or two
promptly following removal from the hive, the finer
filter shouldn’t cause any issues. The buckets are then
put to one side until needed. During storage they tend
to crystallise and set solid.

When needed the buckets are opened and checked.
As we only use a coarse filter there may be debris
which can be removed at this point along with any
bubbles that have risen throughout the storage period.
This is simply scraped off with a spoon until the set
honey is reached.

The buckets are then put into a warming cabinet set
at 48 degrees. After 24 hours the buckets are
removed and stirred. Depending on the type of
Honey you may find a solid lump that requires
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breaking up. A further 12 to 24 hours of warming
will then allow the Honey to be passed through a fine
filter.
We use a 200-micron filter (0.2mm), very fine yes,
but even this will not remove pollen grains. It does
however remove all debris and any undissolved
crystals, both of which will encourage crystallisation.
While preparing this bucket of Honey I did check the
temperatures while in the warming cabinet for
interest.

Tilting the jar will reduce any bubbles forming on the
surface. As the level reduces this will pull the
bubbles away from the gate valve in the tank keeping
them out of your jars. Tilt the bucket as the level
drops, eventually removing the cling film completely,
and scrape residue into a final jar or two. With the
filtering and settling procedure outlined, none of the
finished jars should contain debris and there will be
minimal bubbles on the surface of the Honey. Not
only are they ready for sale they could easily be show
entries.
After 24 hours the temperature of the Honey had
reached 42 degrees. After 36 hours all crystals had
melted and the Honey was ready for filtering. It had
reached 45 degrees after this period. The tank is then
placed in a warm environment, an airing cupboard
for example, to allow any bubbles to rise to the
surface. After a couple of days settling it should be
ready for jarring. A piece of cling film is laid across
the surface as shown and the Honey is now poured
into jars.

If we jar any Honey that we consider ‘Special’ then a
couple of jars are just put to one side, marked up and
left. Come show time, if some crystallisation has
occurred, the jar can be gently warmed via a water
bath preferably as opposed to direct heat. A small
plate on a foil ring in a saucepan of water for
example, with your jars sitting on the plate. This
water is warmed to about 55-60 degrees and
maintained, the Honey is kept in the water bath for an
hour. After this all crystals will be gone and you may
even see an extra brightness to the Honey. Any
bubbles that are on the surface of the Honey can be
removed with cling film or pulled to one side with a
cocktail stick - it should look like a mill pond. Judges
like to hear the lid spin off the jar on opening so
ensure the rim and lid are free of any Honey residue.
We always cling film the top of the jar prior to
putting the lid on when transporting show entries,
removing before staging of the product.
The use of the fine filter isn’t a requirement for show
Honey, the fine filter on a double strainer is fine. The
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first and last few jars are the ones likely to contain
any unwanted items – simply shine a torch through
the jar of Honey and you will easily spot anything the
judge (or customer) wouldn’t like to see in runny
Honey.
It may sound obvious but read show schedules and
get an idea of what you may wish to exhibit. Jar sizes
vary. Ensure labels aren’t attached to any exhibits
unless required – most will have no labels other than
the identification stickers supplied by the show
secretary.
A controversial point, overfill your jars! The judge
will not be able to weigh the jar of Honey for a net
weight of Honey – if you fill the jar so no daylight
can be seen under the lid it is deemed to definitely be
a full jar of Honey and therefore not underweight.
Always willing to talk Honey so feel free to contact,
zacblackmore@hotmail.com

jar (or two) of honey from the supermarket.
However, do make sure it is British honey,
especially if you plan to sell yours. One of the
ways that Trading Standards determines
whether or not you are selling local honey is
by microscopic analysis of the pollens it
contains; different flowers produce pollen
grains of different, distinct, sizes and shapes;
the presence of a large proportion of pollen
from a flower that is not native to the British
Isles or grown in large (commercial)
quantities here will ring alarm bells. To seed
your honey crop, you need a weight of seed
honey about 10% of the total. However, the
exact proportions aren’t critical. You can
either start with the right amount of seed or
you can produce it yourself from a single
pound of seed and nine pounds of your
honey. This is done as described below but
when you have mixed the honeys, you need
to let the mixture set hard before using it as a
seed for another batch.

Producing Soft-Set Honey
Having removed supers from the hive and
extracted the honey from the combs, you have
either bottled your honey crop after filtering or
stored it in buckets. Any that you bottled directly
may have gone extremely hard, making it
difficult to remove from the jar without
bending the spoon. This is because during
natural granulation, the crystals form of their
own accord in the shapes and sizes pertinent
to the original nectar source. While this
honey will taste just as good as any other,
you can make it much easier to spread on
your toast by producing soft-set honey where
the granulation process is controlled. The aim
is to produce a firm but soft honey which is
easily removed from the jar and is soft to the
palate when eaten. This is achieved by
‘seeding’, a process which introduces many
very fine crystals into a liquid honey to act as
centres of crystallisation, producing a mesh
of small crystals rather than large coarse
granules. I produce soft-set honey in
batches, starting with extracted, filtered
honey which has been allowed to set in
buckets.

You must be able to warm your honey under
controlled conditions. That means having an
insulated box of some description, a suitable
warming cable, a thermostat, and an accurate
thermometer. You can buy a warming cabinet that
holds two 30 lb honey buckets, or you can make your
own insulated box to suitable dimensions. Another
option is to convert an old fridge which comes with
excellent inbuilt insulation. Before the days of
energy-saving light bulbs, you could use ordinary
light bulbs as the source of heat. However, it is far
better to invest in a warming cable which gives a
much more uniform source of heat. You must be able
to control the temperature in the cabinet reasonably
accurately, so you need a suitable thermostat built
into the circuit. To check the temperature, you also
need a thermometer which at least covers the range
30-50 °C (85-125 °F). I find the electronic ones work
well. All these bits of equipment are available from
the larger beekeeping supply companies, or you can
buy them from the internet.
First scrape off any bits of dirt that have floated to the
surface. Completely liquefy your buckets of set
honey. Set the thermostat on the warming cabinet to
43-49 °C (110-120 °F) and place the buckets inside.
It may take 24-48 hours to liquefy the honey, but it is
important that you check that all the crystals have
melted.

Seed. The first thing you need is a ‘seed’.
This is a honey which is very smooth and
contains extremely small crystals. You may
find that some of your honey has naturally
granulated this way which is a real bonus. If
you are not that lucky, you may be able to
buy some from another local beekeeper or, if
the worst comes to the worst, you can buy a

After 24 hours, stir the honey as it melts with a
stainless steel or plastic spoon to bring up the partly
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melted crystals from the bottom and move them into
the warmer areas of the bucket. Sometimes there are
a few stubborn crystals that refuse to melt and if this
is the case, when you pour the honey from the
bucket, stop before you reach them and don’t let
them get incorporated into the seeding process.

stage, it will look good and will be soft. However, it
will be more prone to shrink away from the side of
the jar and, over time, it can also set firm and “frost”.
Frosting is when air that is trapped in the honey
shows up around the jar as lines of white crystals.
This is not a problem if you are going to eat the
honey yourself, but if you are thinking of giving it to
relatives

The seed needs to be mobile before you mix it into
your liquid honey and the two batches of honey, seed
and liquid, need to be at approximately the same
temperature. Turn the thermostat on the warming
cabinet down to 32-35 °C (90-95 °F) before putting
in the seed bucket. It depends on the amount of seed
that you are dealing with as a small amount will
soften more quickly than a large full bucket, but it
can take around 24 hours. Keep an eye on it and
watch that it doesn’t start to liquefy. The aim is to get
your seed to a consistency like double cream.
While the seed is being warmed, the liquid honey
will be cooling. One way of getting seed and liquid to
the same temperature is to have a warming cabinet
that will take four buckets of honey. Three buckets
are melted at the higher temperature, then the
thermostat temperature is lowered before introducing
the bucket of seed. The warmth from the liquid
buckets will help to soften the seed and all four
buckets will reach the same temperature after about
24 hours. Take the warm seed and agitate it so that it
will flow. It is important at this stage to introduce as
little air as possible (and preferably none) into the
honey.

and
friends or selling it, it doesn’t look good. Those who
do not understand honey may assume that frosted
honey has gone “off”. While this is not true, frosted
honey on the shop shelf doesn’t do the reputation of
honey or the beekeeper much good. To avoid
frosting, run the mixed honey into clean buckets. If
you find that there is liquid honey in the first bucket
that you fill from the settling tank, add it back into
the tank and give the honey another stir. It is often
difficult to incorporate liquid honey from the very
bottom of the tank into the bulk.
At this stage, designate one of the buckets as your
seed for future operations. Label it and put it to one
side so that you don’t inadvertently bottle, use or sell
it. The cleanest, most consistent honey will come
from the middle of the settling tank, so choose the
second bucket for your seed. Over time, the saved
seed honey will get coarser and by saving a bucket
from one year to use the next, you will delay this
process. There will be little loss of quality by using
the current year’s seeded honey for subsequent
batches in that season.

If you intend to produce soft-set honey regularly, a
honey creamer is a worthwhile buy. This is a circular
aluminium plate attached to a long handle. Holes in
the plate allow honey to pass through. Introduce the
creamer into the honey carefully and then agitate the
seed by moving the creamer up and down without
letting the plate break the surface. Continue until the
seed is mobile and is of a smooth consistency.
If you have not already filtered it, pour the liquid
honey into a settling or bottling tank, through a fine
filter. Again, try to introduce as little air as possible.
Pouring the honey so that it runs down the inside of
the tank helps.

Replace the lids on the buckets and store them in a
cool (14°C, 57 °F), not a cold place. Leave the honey
to set firm. With a plastic bucket, you can test this by
pushing against the side. You will soon know if it is
solid! If it is going to frost - and this can depend on
the nectar source - it will do so in the bucket.

Then add the seed. Mix the two together with the
creamer until you have a uniform mixture with no
pockets of liquid honey. Again, don&#39;t let the
creamer break the surface.

Having seeded your honey and let it set, when you
want to bottle some, you need to warm it again gently
without liquefying it. Warm the solid honey at 32-35
°C (90-95 °F) for around 24 hours. Test it is soft by

Frosting. If you bottle the seeded honey at this
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pressing the side of the bucket. Use the creamer to
make it mobile with an even consistency and then
pour it into the bottling tank.

e. Filter. I use a large (A10) can with top & bottom
removed and a square of cloth stretched over one
end, held in place with string. Experts prefer surgical
lint, fluffy side up. To minimise wax loss when
pouring, the can should be slightly smaller than the
saucepan or jug.
f. Moulds. Plain ones are preferable to the fancy
hexagonal.
g. Electronic kitchen scales.
h. A level table or work surface.
2. This is work for a warm room, not a cold outhouse.
3. Everything must be spotlessly clean.
4. Break the wax into small pieces and drop them
into the upper saucepan or jug. Heat gently until it
has all melted. Above 80°C, wax darkens and spoils.
Put your filter can over a clean receptacle, ideally, a
similar saucepan or jug, and pour in the wax. If there
is much dirt caught, a second, or even a third,
filtration would be wise.
5. The standard wax block mould produces five small
one ounce (28g) blocks. Check moulds are clean. To
help the blocks release from the moulds, slightly
dilute a blob or two of washing up liquid and wipe a
little round each mould with the tip of a finger. Put
the moulds on some newspaper on the scales with
more newspaper below.
6. With enough clean wax, again melt it but this time
keep to approximately 70˚C. If the wax is too hot, the
bars will be concave on what will be their undersides.
7. Turn on the scales. Carefully pour molten wax into
a mould until the scales read 28g. Quickly tare the
scales. Move on to the next mould and repeat for the
number of bars you want. Ensure some wax is left in
the jug because this residue may contain black specs
of foreign matter and/or water which will spoil your
bars.
8. Leave to set in the warmth of the room. Ideally,
cover the setting wax with an upturned container as
this will slow down the cooling which is beneficial.
9. When the wax is cold there will be some shrinkage
from the mould and some bars may drop out when
upturned. If not, assist by applying gentle pressure
with the thumbs from beneath the mould. Putting the
filled moulds outside or in the fridge will assist
removal.
10. Cast more than are needed and select the best for
your entry, paying attention to consistency of weight,
quality of casting, colour and freedom from foreign
matter or flaws such as is caused by droplets of
water.
Edited by JDQ January 2022

Use a kitchen spatula to get all the honey from the
bucket - you don’t want to waste any of it! Let it
settle and then bottle it. The settling time depends to
some extent on the ambient temperature. If it is
colder, then bottle

the honey sooner before it starts to go firm and
doesn’t flow easily. This will give you a firm but
spreadable, delicious jar of honey of which you can
be proud.

Claire Waring
Bee-Craft
September 2018

Making Wax Blocks
1. Equipment:
a. The palest, cleanest wax you have - more than
enough for the total weight of the blocks you want.
b. Thermometer to read up to 100°C.
c. Double saucepan - or a Pyrex jug (plastic ones
float) & a saucepan of water.
d. Electric hob. Beeswax is flammable so gas is
dangerous.
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New Beekeepers
What was the biggest surprise in
your first year?
“However much I read, studied and
discussed, I rarely felt in control. I think
once I realised that it was a lot more
enjoyable
“When I decided to get my first hive I
wasn’t expecting to go into it as fast as I
did. I have certainly got the bug as I have
gone from 1 colony in July to 4 now. The
first colony hadn’t been looked after very
well and was quite small so I’ve had to
build them up, which are now doing well. I
have had to build an extension on my shed
as I now have so much stuff. I didn’t realise
how much stuff I was actually going to be
collecting ready for the next season
“Catching a swarm of bees in a nuc with an
old brood frame and some lemongrass.
Amazing to watch!
“How much the beekeepers are involved
with the care of the bees. Sounds silly I
know but I assumed that with the bees
being able to look after themselves in the
wild, I had not appreciated how much a
beekeeper does in terms of keeping mites
down and looking at general bee health and
looking at whether swarming was a
possibility due to the number of Queen cells
laid.
“You can read and read and read, but it
means little until you start to DO. Then it
starts to make sense (honest)
“How quickly things can change, need
action and get out of control
How much I have had to think on my feet
and problem solve, which has been great,
I’ve also enjoyed the learning and practical
aspect, both of which have been more
extensive than I expected. Also how
brilliant the IESBKA has been.

what would you have done
differently in preparation for
starting beekeeping?

What has been the hardest thing for
you this year?

“We had had a number of abortive
previous attempts at beekeeping and
when we were offered a strong colony
on double brood in late summer, we
accepted it without appreciating the
cost of changing equipment (from
WBC and 14x12 to Commercial hives).
I think I would have researched what
we wanted to do more thoroughly
before taking the plunge

“Managing queenless angry bees and our
neighbour telling the Village that our bees
were aggressive and spontaneously attacked
people, with the consequence that "our
bees" stung people at least 3 months after
they were elsewhere outside the flying
range.
I wonder if others might suggest the
Pandemic has made things difficult? For
us, it removed a number of other
distractions so our bees got plenty of
attention and we captured several swarms

“I would have built my extension first
and certainly read a few more books.
“I attended training courses and visited
Barrie’s apiary to gain practical experience
- I would certainly encourage new
beekeepers to get support when starting.
What would I have done differently? To
refresh my memory on what steps to take
when faced with swarm cells just before an
inspection. It all makes sense when reading
the books, but when handling a hive
boiling with bees and seeing many swarm
cells, it can be daunting. Decide on a
strategy and act on it!

“The basics, I would have read more,
am reading more all the time and taking
a course and again I had not realised
just how much was involved in bee
health.
“Wore beekeeping sleeves (covering the
join between gloves and suit) from the start.
Ouch.
“Nothing really, its best to learn on the job!
Having bees for half a season with only
mentor help and books was a good ice
breaker

I should have retired earlier, I didn't
have time for beekeeping until then.
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“learning as I go along as there is so
much to learn.
Swarming hives!

 inding the time away from
F
the family and sporting events
to study more and attend the
evening sessions.
Swarm management and going
from 2 hives to 4 in 2 weeks!
I would have got on better if I’d
started with a BB wear ’sting proof
suit’ , one of my colonies is rather
defensive - I can now inspect with
more calm, not yet like watching a
master doing Tai Chi, but I can be
calm, confident, methodical and
thoughtful ‘in the moment’; as a
result the bees are MUCH calmer
too, because I’m not making clunky
movements. But if they are not
calm it doesn’t bother me.

More experienced beekeepers. What
Advice would you give to a….
Beginner

Intermediate & Advanced

Set your limits, have a plan on how big you want this
hobby/venture to go. It only started with one hive now I have
11 across 4 sites in 6 years!
Read, read, read - ask to understudy those whose beekeeping
you respect, just for a day or two.
My advice to a new beekeeper would be, read lots from one
good book and don’t keep changing books until you know why
you need to change, never knock down a queen cell until you
are certain why the bees have made one.
Don't wear those thick clumsy leather gloves.

Please tell us your little mistakes because we
all have done it at some point in our learning.
I forgot to remove a piece of plastic from under
the fondant so I starved a colony of bees.
Something so little that we forget to do can kill
a colony but hearing stories etc will remind us
to check ourselves.
Read, read, read - ask to understudy those
whose beekeeping you respect, just for a day or
two.
Re-read the beginners advice, think of the
future and remember how far you have come.

Worrying about getting stung is much worse than actually
being stung. Except in the face of course, but that’s why you
wear a veil
Don’t rush in to getting bees - spend your first season at a
teaching apiary or shadowing an experienced beekeeper - that
way you can get to see and join in with the various tasks that
make up the beekeeper’s seasonal work and are less likely to
end up staring into your hive with no idea what you are
looking at or what you ought to do next.
Don’t rush out and buy loads of gear but do get yourself a bee
suit that makes you feel confident that you are protected from
(most) stings, so long as you have zipped up properly, and a
hive tool… every aspiring beekeeper should have their own
hive tool.
Don’t rush into choosing which hive type you are going to use.
Most kit is not interchangeable, so once you have made your
decision you are stuck with it (or face significant extra cost).
For example, if you love the look of WBC hives, find a
beekeeper who uses them so that you can get a bit of ‘hands
on’ experience.
Do buy a good book, so that you have somewhere to go for
advice when you feel it would be foolish to ask the WhatsApp
group
Do study for the BBKA Basic exam
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If you're not sure what to do, have a cup of tea
and phone a friend.
Try some of the BBKA modules over the
winter.
Be gentle with the bees. They are incredible
creatures.
Tell us your ideas, show us your designs/plans
we might find them interesting enough to try
ourselves as beginners and intermediates.
Try to explain to new beekeepers at a level they
will understand, helping them avoid big
mistakes, and also try to keep up to speed with
the bees changing world by reading the bbka
news and trying new things.
No, you don't know it all and the bees do.

More experienced beekeepers
What is the most satisfying
thing in beekeeping
Knowing that I have not only
produced a tasty product to sell but
protected and helped a colony of
insects that pollinate plants to create
food for many others. Also I feel
that I’ve educated the general
public (that have asked) about
honeybees and what the mainstream
media isn’t telling them

“Helping people.”
“The most satisfying thing for me
has been finding how much is
involved in beekeeping, they are
such marvellous insects they are so
interesting, we are now finding
more uses for all the other things
the bees make apart from the very
tasty honey. I also love to help new
beekeepers get started with bees
and advice.

If you could start again?

Nothing. I’ve made
mistakes as I’ve gone
along but it’s made me
learn more or correct
those mistakes.
Maybe selecting Nationals;
Commercials can be seriously heavy

I would have started with a
brood and a half and with nicer
bees
I now believe they are a little
more forgiving, less inclined to
swarm as there’s more room and
I find they normally come out of
winter stronger and ready to go
in the spring..

What has been the biggest
hurdle/challenge

Hurdle: Moving hives of
bees to a new location
Challenge: Deciding how
big I want to go (I hit
double digits last year)
Hurdle: Knowing what’s best to do.
Challenge: No change!

My biggest challenge is going to
be identifying the best queens
and then raising new queens
from them. I have been doing
this for a number of years but
only by splitting and not
breeding.
Hurdle: Understanding what the

bees are up to - they don't read
the books!
Started raising our own locally adapted Challenge: Resisting the
queens early on instead of buying them. temptation to manage more
“The amount of interest and knowledge
colonies. 10 is our self-imposed
we've gained.”
With hindsight I should have gone on a
course and spent time looking in a hive limit.
Inspecting a hive not knowing what
you will find.

with a beekeeper rather than being
petrified examining a colony and
afterwards only realised that I have no
idea what I had seen!

National Honey Monitoring Scheme
Working in partnership with UK beekeepers, the National Honey Monitoring Scheme aims to use honeybees to
monitor long-term changes in the condition and health of the UK countryside. However, we need the help of
beekeepers if this scheme is to work.
Take a look here to find out more about the scheme and sign up to have your honey tested to see what the bees have
been foraging on.
https://honey-monitoring.ac.uk
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A Practical Course in Beekeeping
2022 - prospectus
We offer a three day hands-on course for beekeepers who hold the Basic Assessment, have four or five
years’ beekeeping experience, wish to achieve a higher level of skill and knowledge in some of the main areas of
practical beekeeping. Places are limited to 12. Early application would be wise.
The course will cover:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Safe and effective manipulation, finding the queen, clipping and marking.
Pests & diseases: their evidence, diagnoses, and treatments.
Swarm prevention and control.
Dealing with aggressive colonies, stings and first aid.
A method of raising queens.
Producing soft-set honey and clean wax blocks.

Weather permitting, for at least half the time, participants will be actively working with bees. This course is
entirely practical and does not require any writing. It does, however, require some experience and knowledge of
beekeeping, a modicum of confidence in handling bees and the will to improve still further.
Participants should have an interest in testing their beekeeping methods, learning about alternatives and
sharing expertise and knowledge. If there are more applicants than places, preference will be given to those
intending to take the BBKA’s General Husbandry Assessment in 2023.
Covid precautions. Essentially, these will be minimal – but if anyone finds themselves suffering from Covid
symptoms, please stay at home.
Tutors: Jane Corcoran, Mark Butt, David Burns and Jeremy Quinlan.
Cost: £30.00.
Dates: 22nd May, 26th June and 10th July (all Sundays).
Where? Apiaries in East & West Suffolk.
For further details and before registering or sending any money, contact Jeremy Quinlan;
JeremyQ@tiscali.co.uk; or 01473 737700. Please do not assume that there is a place for you; check first.
To register, go to: https://www.suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk/bcb2022.php
We have already experienced some glitches, so if registration proves difficult, make bank payment
for £30.00 to SBKA with your surname as reference (sort code 09-01-55, a/c 99245182) or send a
cheque for £30.00 payable to Suffolk Beekeepers’ Association c/o Ian McQueen, Hon Treasurer,
643 Foxhall Road, Ipswich, IP3 8NE.

IESBKA Teaching Apiary Programme
We meet on Sundays, 2pm-4pm at Wherstead - IP9 2BJ. All welcome. This is the outline programme, but
obviously, bees and weather patterns don’t read books, so everything is flexible. Highlighted sections are
particularly useful for those contemplating the BBKA basic examination.
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Sessions may change, depending on the needs of the groups – so be prepared. Change is good!
Any questions, contact Barrie Powell (07857 656382), Helen Thorne (07814506988) or Jeremy Quinlan (01473
737700)

Date
1.5.22

8.5.22

15.5.22

22.5.22

5.6.22

12.6.22

Beginners
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

General intro for all. Clothing
Intro to hive types
Importance of hygiene.
Health and safety / stings
Locating hives
Record keeping/different formats
DIY Lighting smoker/ use of smoke
Opening hives
Lifting/ holding frames
Shaking/ brushing frames
Identifying drones/workers/queen
Consolidating work from last week
Identifying pollen/ capped brood/
stores/
● Obtaining your first bees. Handling
a 3 frame nuc.
● Making frames
● Varroa and implications
Both groups together.
● Nosema
● Taking a swarm
● Where to hive it (link with disease)

●
●
●
●
●

Finding queen
Why to mark queen
How to mark queen
To clip or not to clip!
Identifying and understanding
swarm/ emergency/ supersedure
cells.

Intermediate
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Tutors

Discussion about what students
want from sessions (can add to
programme)
Discussion re Basic Assessment
Recap knowledge/ hive inspections
How to open your hives
Finding/ handling/ removing the
queen
Bailey comb change. Why? When?
How?

Barrie Powell
Paul White
Helen Thorne

Disease v healthy brood
identification
Briefly explain/ show Rainbow nuc
Offer – make your own with bees
and queen
Take orders
Varroa identification/monitoring/
treatment.
Nosema and chalk brood
How to take a sample of bees
(matchbox)
Taking a swarm
Where to hive it (link with disease)
As beginners
Both groups to check hives
Revise taking bee sample

Barrie Powell
Marcia Hollis
Jeremy
Quinlan

Methods of swarm prevention and
control.
● Splitting
● Artificial swarm

Richard Allen
Heather
Carter
Barrie Powell

Jeremy
Quinlan
Barrie Powell
Heather
Carter

Paul White
Marcia Hollis
Terry Mason
Richard Allen
Barrie Powell
Helen Thorne

Groups together
● HOG ROAST 2pm at Wherstead
18.6.22
Venue to be decided
25.6.22 ● Suffolk Bee Health Day
●
● How/when to harvest honey
Identifying
honey
frames
26.6.22
●
●

Equipment needed
How to harvest honey

●
●

Use of refractometer
Swarm collection – bait hive

●
●
●

Why rear your own queens?
Queen rearing
Making nucs/Rainbow nucs

●
●

Making 3 and 5 frame nucs
DIY Rainbow nucs

10.7.22 ● Honey extraction and labelling

●
●

Honey extraction and labelling
Use of wax

17.7.22 ● Importance of drones-

●
●

Drone laying queens
Laying workers… identification and
solutions?
Feeding
Uniting - when and how?

3.7.22

●

●

Use of wax

mating/varroa control
When and how to feed?

24.7.22 ● Uniting
●

●
●

Check for stores
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Helen Thorne
Richard Allen
Terry Mason
Paul White
Heather
Carter
Marcia Hollis
Jeremy
Quinlan
Helen Thorne
Barrie Powell
Richard Allen
Terry Mason
Jeremy
Quinlan
Barrie Powell
Helen Thorne

●

Is the queen bee good for winter ?

1.8.22

●

Winter preparation

●

Winter preparation

8.8.22

●

Farewell – Final Check

●

Are hives dry/safe/warm ?

Heather
Carter
Paul White
Marcia Hollis
Terry Mason

agricultural payments to encourage more wildlifeand climate-friendly practices. Thus, the challenge of
reconciling the conflicts between agricultural
production and these native and biodiverse species
should be a renewed priority to land managers,
researchers and policymakers.
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.11
11/1365-2664.14132

Love your ragwort
Agricultural intensification has been implicated in
global biodiversity declines. In the European Union,
agri-environmental schemes are designed to address
this. For pollinating insects, funding has been
provided to sow wildflower mixes. However,
previous research indicates that a suite of agricultural
weeds are also of great importance to pollinators.
Here, we compare the biodiversity associated with
the species which are considered harmful to
agricultural production and legally deemed as
‘injurious’ by the United Kingdom 1959 Weeds Act
(common ragwort Jacobaea vulgaris, creeping thistle
Cirsium arvense, spear thistle C. vulgare, curled dock
Rumex crispus and broadleaved dock R.
obtusifolius), with plant species recommended for
pollinator-targeted agri-environmental options.
In our field study, the abundance and diversity of
pollinators visiting the weed species averaged twice
that of the recommended plants and included the
main insect orders (Coleoptera, Diptera,
Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera). This relationship
was also seen in a meta-analysis of literature data,
which indicates that fourfold more flower-visitor
species and fivefold more conservation-listed species
are associated with the weeds. Additionally, the
literature shows that twice the number of herbivorous
insect species are associated with these plants.
We suggest that several factors are responsible for
this pattern. Injurious weed species are widely
distributed, their flower morphology allows access to
a wide variety of pollinator species, and they
produce, on average, four times more nectar sugar
than the recommended plant species.
Freedom of information requests to public bodies
such as local councils, Natural England and
Highways England indicate that c. £10 million per
year is spent controlling injurious weeds. Meanwhile,
the cost of the four pollinator-targeted
agri-environmental options in the United Kingdom
exceeds £40 m annually.
Synthesis and applications. Our results clearly show
that weeds have an underappreciated value to
biodiversity. Unfortunately, current UK agricultural
policy encourages neither land sparing for nor land
sharing with weeds. The UK government is,
however, currently committed to overhauling

Richard Martin Beekeeping Supplies
A large range of stock including: Hives in the flat, WBC,
National and Commercial; Frames and foundation, honey
jars, buckets, tools, bee suits, veils and gloves.
Agent for Thorne’s of Wragby
Little College Farm, Creeting Hills,
Creeting St Mary. IP6 8PX
Opening hours: 1 April - 30 Sept 4pm - 7pm Mon - Sat. At
other times please call on 01449 720491

In East Bergholt, Suffolk - for the local supply of hives,

frames and foundation, tools and other equipment for
keeping bees. Open by arrangement - please email or
telephone Paul White to discuss your requirements.
01206 299658 or 07768 634038.
www.box-bees.co.uk; email: sales@box-bees.co.uk

FOR SALE
3 complete Thorne Cedar Deep National Hives
(14x12) with overwintered bees.
All hives have deep roofs.
Each hive has 2 supers with Manley frames.
The brood boxes have Hoffman frames.
2 Hives are approx 6 years old.
1 Hive is approx 2 years old.
Price: £300 each
Contact: H Wilson 0755 2461567
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Upcoming Meetings & Events
Every Sunday from 2pm
from 1st May to 14th August

Practical Beekeeping at Wherstead Apiary
Full programme earlier in the newsletter.
Will include both beginner and intermediate
beekeeping

Sun 24th Apr

Ipswich Bee Health Day
Dallinghoo

Although this is primarily for this year’s Introductory
Course students, others are welcome; to be sure of a
place, please first check with Jeremy.

10-12:15 on
Sun 1st, 8th
& 15th May

Queen Rearing Course
Dallinghoo

weather permitting. Sign up with Jeremy beforehand.
Very limited number; no previous experience needed.

31st May - 1st Suffolk Show
Jun

You have already been asked if you are willing to help
and we have that information; if anyone else likes to
volunteer, please inform Richard.
Just as importantly, we would like all members to enter at
least one, preferably more, of the Show classes. Besides
honey, these include candles, cakes, etc. – the draft
schedule is available from the website. If you haven’t any
honey this year, please remember to hold
some back for next year’s Show.

22nd May,
25th Jun &
10th Jul

Progress your beekeeping
(location TBA)

For those wanting to improve. Details follow (from either
Jeremy Quinlan or Jane Corcoran).

Sat 18th Jun

Hog Roast
Teaching Apiary

It is 141 years since this association was first formed. We
were going to celebrate last year but now it will be
Saturday 18th June, when we will be holding a Hog
Roast at our Wherstead apiary in the afternoon. A hog
feeds only 120 and as our membership is twice that,
please book early1, children welcome. Details follow.

Sat 26th Jun

Suffolk Bee Health Day
(location TBA)

Details follow from Jane Corcoran, the County Education
Secretary.

Sat 16th Jul

Apiary Safari

This will be an all-day event in the Kirton and Felixstowe
areas on Saturday 16 th July.
Details to follow.
11. West Suffolk hold their honey show in September and

1

Perhaps we’ll need two hogs!
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there’s the National in October
Wed 30th
March 7:30
pm

Beyond the basics
Bob Smith NDB

A review of the issues that separate competent
beekeepers from those muddling along

via Zoom
(link emailed closer to the
date)

If you have any comments, suggestions, articles you’d like to see in the newsletter please contact me at
barry.crabtree@gmail.com
Thanks to all those who’ve contributed this quarter. It’s really appreciated.
The image on the front page is a field of oilseed rape with a blue sky. Seemed appropriate with what's going on in the world…

Happy Beekeeping
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